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Easy to Install. Hard to Beat. 

Filtrexx Netting is the original compost filter sock 
netting for field installation with blower trucks or track 
machines. Reliable and durable, multiple mesh types 
ensure the right fit for your job. 

BASIC Installer Netting (5 mil HDPE)
Meet all specs with this versatile, light duty mesh that is 
good for most applications. 

BASIC+ Installer Netting (MFPP)
Meets or exceeds specs with higher durability. Available 
in larger diameter sizes, for any project.   

CFS INSTALLER NETTING

1Functional longevity ranges are estimates only. Site specific environmental conditions may result in significantly 
shorter or longer time periods. 2Tensile Strength is based on 12” diameter using ATSM D4595, average of MD & 
TD. See Filtrexx TechLink #3342 for full tensile strength testing. 

Product Name Basic  
Installer Netting

Basic+  
Installer Netting

Netting Material Type 5mil High Density 
Polyethylene (HDPE)

Multi-Filament 
Polypropylene (MFPP)

Uses On-site blower truck installation

Netting Opening Size 3/8" 3/8" 

Diameters 12”, 18” 8”, 12”, 18”, 24”, 32”

Functional Longevity/ 
Project Duration1 up to 4 yr up to 4 yr

Tensile Strength 
(ASTM D4595)2 145 lbs 229 lbs

Packaging Rucks Rucks

Netting Color

          orange/black
          (12”)
          red/black
          (18”)

          black

SEDIMENT CONTROL
All statements, product characteristics, and performance data contained herein are believed to be reliable based on observation and testing, but no representations, guarantees, or warranties of any kind are made as to accuracy, suitability for particular applications, or 
the results to be obtained. Nothing contained herein is to be considered to be permission or a recommendation to use any proprietary process or technology without permission of the owner. No warranty of any kind, expressed or implied, is made or intended. Filtrexx® 
and the branch & leaf logo® are Registered Trademarks of MKB Company. US Patents 7,226,240; 7,452,165; 8,439,607 may apply. 




